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1.

background



11 bit studios way
meaningful games



MEANINGFUL GAMES

emotions that breed thoughts

values that we find important to communicate

fresh experiences that extend the game language

close to life message, insightful and clear 



„at war, not everyone is a soldier”
„war always happens at somebody's doorsteps”

„society survival”
„the last city must survive”

MEANINGFUL GAMES



2.

why & how - our games





why this war of mine?
so…

THIS WAR OF MINE



we love to make games

we were innovative from start

we scrapped&failed  the early “shelter” attempt

and  couldn't settle with mediocre

we needed emotions

we had luck and open minds

we understood the huge importance and huge risk

and just followed the alluring scent

it was a game we could smartly make

it had message easy to understand but hard to deliver

THIS WAR OF MINE - WHY



it had value

THIS WAR OF MINE



how this war of mine?

THIS WAR OF MINE



no
preconceptions

meaningful games from design and art 
perspective are an open, unexplored ocean

innovation = constant R&D

THIS WAR OF MINE



mood
 as the key

bond between
art and gameplay

from the beginning

3 top values from tests

THIS WAR OF MINE





twom design
research & what it gave us

player path & decisions
consequences of design choices

why all of that?

THIS WAR OF MINE - DESIGN



THIS WAR OF MINE - DESIGN

research & what it gave us?
better understanding of the reality

facts that defined our war-torn world
vision of the narrative build upon small stories



Constant shelling 
during daytime

NO TAP WATER

Chopping trees, furniture, 
burning books

SNIPERS

No Electricity
NO WOOD DURING COLD

Civilians active at night

Food & medicine quickly depleted

Exhanging not selling

Breaking the City Spirits

City is CUT OFF

facts about the world





THIS WAR OF MINE - DESIGN

player path and decisions
player is free to choose his path

he makes decisions and must face the consequences
the world has it’s morality

he is not judged by us, but receives feedback





THIS WAR OF MINE - DESIGN

consequences of design choices 
How initial guidelines affected some design rules



THIS WAR OF MINE - DESIGN

“people like us” 
no level up

no rpg like inventory
sometimes useless skills - “good at maths”

personal believes & psychological traits 
able to suffer trauma

easy to be killed, easy to kill



THIS WAR OF MINE - DESIGN

“real life stories” 
many times the player is the intruder
there might be no quest or treasure

we do not design workarounds
gore and violence is not a way to build emotions

death is a valid ending



THIS WAR OF MINE - DESIGN

why all of that ?  
To make a game that will allow the player 

experience war as a civilian … 
… rather than win the game



art way in twom
mood!!!

create a distinctive visual character
keep your game true to message

make it smart so it’s doable

THIS WAR OF MINE -ART



a.“novel” style
emphasis

sketchy / “drawn realism”
 camera

inspirations

THIS WAR OF MINE - ART





 one of style inspirations by A-ha / „Take on me”
„novel” - inspirations



„novel” - inspirations
one of style inspirations - by Banksy



„novel” - inspirations
one of war signs & graffiti inspirations - by unknown photographer



b.“true” approach
no makeup & setup, natural as it can be

free will taken very seriously
3D low poly, “dirty” scans, “almost” real

THIS WAR OF MINE - ART



“dirty” scans
kinnect scanned dev team and people we met every day





team artist’s wife

me

our accountant

security guard at our office

one of team artists

lead designer



we delivered the message

THIS WAR OF MINE

“civilians at war”





why frostpunk?



we were tired of serious games

wanted to do “gamers game” in new genre for us

 but no “message” sucked - so we couldn’t :(

we just fell in love with meaningfull games concept  for 11 bits - we evolved as a company

we found the message and set the mood - adaptation / society survival

FROSTPUNK



again - it was a game we could smartly make

grow the studio & teams experience in new fields

again - it was a game that had elements easy to understand by everyone - cold

we had much more conscious marketing team that could level up our next idea

FROSTPUNK



how frostpunk?
slides about design and art approach to this game



mood
is the key

mood as a bond between
art and gameplay

FROSTPUNK





frostpunk design
getting the game defined 

shaping the society
conscious approach

FROSTPUNK - DESIGN



(re)defining the game
why we scrapped the first proto?

what we were looking for & what we found?
some rough plans & proto to start with

FROSTPUNK - DESIGN



we were looking for:
strong emotions

sense of involvement & purpose
meaningful subject to talk about

FROSTPUNK - DESIGN



we looked for

strong emotions
sense of involvement
meaningful subject

FROSTPUNK - DESIGN

we defined

extreme winter
last city

tough people
survival

adaptation
society as the subject

decisions with consequences
how much we will sacrifice to survive?



just a few more steps to start 
what key systems will be in game?
some high level paper proto to play

FROSTPUNK - DESIGN





shaping the society 
key question : “how much are we willing to sacrifice 

to survive?”

FROSTPUNK - DESIGN



the trees of adaptation, order & faith
not only the big decisions counts

how the society changes with your rule

FROSTPUNK - DESIGN

shaping the society 





not signing a law that push the “system” further is a 
valid decision to be made.

FROSTPUNK - DESIGN

shaping the society 



It matters not only what law you sign but also 
whether you use them or abuse them

FROSTPUNK - DESIGN

shaping the society 





the social concepts that you introduced may start 
living their own live as the society adapts them.

FROSTPUNK - DESIGN

shaping the society 





conscious approach
hard subjects - how to talk about them

months of polishing the message
the end quote

FROSTPUNK - DESIGN





art way in frost
mood

understand your game
design a distinctive visual character

keep your game near defined adjectives
separate realisation to layers to make it doable and close to message

FROSTPUNK - ART



a.“adjectives”
strict, short key concept + guidelines

FROSTPUNK - ART



cold
southern pole / ice age era area / cataclysm is coming...

danger / bad weather /survival

city
from small outpost to living city with satellites

steampunk
mechanical constructions /steam / smoke / core generator / heroes / vehicles

serious game 
serious look / serious & mature city survival in frostpunk world

living, moral society

expeditions

victorian era
(not a must)

buildings  / characters / city center around generator

aaa strategy / sim game

ART “ADJECTIVES”





b.understanding
the cold

FROSTPUNK - ART







b.visual landmark
HOLE

defined borders and scales
art direction keypoint - recognition and immersion

natural to game design mechanics

FROSTPUNK - ART











3 LAYERS
3 ASPECTS

FROSTPUNK - ART



layer 1

city view

is for

building, management
 and world changes

art realization

cold, steampunk
city scale, art systems

FROSTPUNK











layer 2

decisions & rules

is for

society & problems

art realization

dark, snow&coal
ui heavy, big scale

FROSTPUNK - ART







layer 3

map 

is for

exploration & story

art realization

snow, epic, scale

FROSTPUNK - ART







we delivered the message
society survival

FROSTPUNK - ART



3.

new “why’s”



for fresh experiences

and creating “own” roads

for creating joy and happiness

for player’s fulfillment

to think and talk about life

and transfer real life experiences

for money, job, love and for hell of a fun!

plus much much more...

NEW “WHY’S”

so.. why make games?



one example - following an idea of

responsible
development

NEW “WHY’S”



movies vs books vs games

NEW “WHY’S”



fight for one time
they all

user’s time

NEW “WHY’S”



nintendo of america president:

“i compete for time, 
not against Xbox, 

PlayStation”

NEW “WHY’S”



would explore all genres, 
values, experiences

games

to fill different user’s 
time

NEW “WHY’S”



GAMES 
MIGHT BE NEW

BOOKS

NEW “WHY’S”



would explore all genres, 
values, experiences

games

to fill different user’s 
time

NEW “WHY’S”



GAMES 
MIGHT BE NEW

SCHOOL
READINGS

NEW “WHY’S”



The Adventures of Huckleberry Finn

To Kill a Mockingbird

Animal Farm

Analects

War and Peace

Lord of the Rings
Romeo and Juliet

NEW “WHY’S”



Spec Ops: The Line?

The Last of Us?
Minecraft?

Papers, please?

Brothers: A Tale of Two Sons?

Gone Home?

morality

creativity

„no hero” reality

dilemas

love & acceptance

hard 
truth

NEW “WHY’S”



your kids will play your games
what will they learn?

will it be meaningful to them?
will there be a part with a value?

NEW “WHY’S”



would you like your kids to play 
your games ?

NEW “WHY’S”



and so…

NEW “WHY’S”



think of your own “why”
it’s still just the beginning

remember your audience is huge, and so is the 
responsibility

NEW “WHY’S”



and ...

NEW “WHY’S”




